Constraints from the muon anomalous magnetic dipole moment and lepton flavor violating processes are translated into lower bounds on v ∆ m H ±± in the Higgs Triplet Model by considering correlations through the neutrino mass matrix. The discrepancy of the sign of the contribution to the muon anomalous magnetic dipole moment between the measurement and the prediction in the model is clarified. It is shown that µ → eγ, τ decays (especially, τ →μee), and the muonium conversion can give a more stringent bound on v ∆ m H ±± than the bound from µ →ēee which is expected naively to give the most stringent one.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the standard model of the particle physics (SM), neutrinos are massless particles due to the absence of right-handed neutrinos ν R . The simplest way to give masses to three neutrinos is to add three ν R similarly to other fermions, which corresponds to six additional particles (three ν R and three ν R ) to the SM. In the Higgs triplet model (HTM) [1, 2] which we deal with in this article, a complex SU(2) L triplet scalar with the hypercharge Y = 2 is introduced to the SM in order to have neutrino masses. This model can be regarded as one of the simplest extension of the SM because the number of new particles is six in this model also.
The triplet Higgs boson field with hypercharge Y = 2 can be parameterized by
where v ∆ is the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the triplet Higgs boson. The constraint on the rho parameter, ρ 0 = 1.0004
+0.0027
−0.0007 at 2σ CL (page 137 of [3] ), gives an upper limit v ∆ /v 0.01 where v = 246 GeV is the VEV of the doublet Higgs field, which corresponds to v ∆ 3 GeV. There is no stringent bound from quark sector on triplet Higgs bosons because they do not couple to quarks. The interaction of the Higgs triplet with lepton doublets
T (ℓ = e, µ, τ ) is given by
The symmetric matrix h ℓℓ ′ is coupling strength, τ i (i = 1-3) denote the Pauli matrices, and
T L C with the charge conjugation operator C. The coupling h ℓℓ ′ has a direct relation to the neutrino mass matrix m ℓℓ ′ in the flavor basis through v ∆ as
The mass eigenvalues m i are taken to be real positive values. We define ∆m < 0) as the normal (inverted) mass ordering. Here neutrinos are required to be Majorana particles 1 , and ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 are the Majorana phases [2, 4] defined in an interval of [0, 2π). The Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata matrix [5] 
where s ij ≡ sin θ ij and c ij ≡ cos θ ij , and δ is the Dirac phase. The ranges are chosen as 0 ≤ θ ij ≤ π/2 and 0 ≤ δ < 2π. According to current constraints from neutrino oscillation experiments [7, 8, 9 , 10], we use the following values in this article
sin 2 2θ 13 < 0.14.
The absolute scale of the neutrino mass is constrained by tritium beta decay measurements as m ν ≤ 2.3 eV (95% CL) [11] and by cosmological observations as m i < 0.61 eV (95% CL) or m i < 1.3 eV (WMAP only, 95% CL) [12] . 2 We took the definition of the mixing ν ℓ = i U ℓi ν i according to page 517 of [3] although another definition ν ℓ = i U * ℓi ν i is used for example, in [6] and on page 163 of [3] . In latter definition, we need to take complex conjugate in the middle equation of (3).
II. LOWER BOUND ON v ∆ m H ±±

A. Constraint from the Muon Anomalous Magnetic Dipole Moment
Let us consider first the anomalous magnetic dipole moment (MDM) of muon, a µ ≡ (g − 2)/2. The muon anomalous MDM has been measured very precisely [16] as
where the number in parentheses shows 1σ uncertainty. On the other hand, the SM predicts
where the hadronic contributions to a [17] by using data of hadronic τ decay and e + e − annihilation to hadrons, respectively (See also [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] ). The deviations of the SM predictions from the experimental result are given by 
where P L ≡ (1−γ 5 )/2 and ν i represent mass eigenstates of Majorana neutrinos which satisfy conditions ν i = ν is calculated as
and the H ±± contribution is given by
Here we have defined Concerning only on the sign, the 1-loop contribution from H 0 can have the right sign to explain ∆a µ (see [24] for the case in the type II two Higgs doublet model (2HDM-II)).
However, the contribution has a suppression with v Hereafter we take m H ±± = m H ± for simplicity. The large splitting of their masses is disfavored by the constraint on the ρ parameter. Once we fix the neutrino mass matrix, muon anomalous MDM and LFV processes are interpreted as lower bounds on v ∆ m H ±± . Figure 1 shows the lower bounds with respect to the confidence level in a unit of the standard deviation σ and they are given by constraints on the muon anomalous MDM with e + e − data (bold solid red line), the MDM with τ data (solid red line), µ →ēee (bold dashed green line), µ → eγ (dashed green line), τ →μµµ (bold dash-dotted blue line), τ →μee (dash-dotted blue line), and the muonium (µ + e − ) conversion to the anti-muonium (bold dash-dot-dotted magenta line). Bounds from τ →μµµ and τ →μee are important in our analysis among six possible τ →lℓ ′ ℓ ′′ . Formulae of branching ratios of these LFV decays in the HTM and their current bounds at 90% CL are
where BR(τ → µν µ ν τ ) = 17%, α = 1/137 stands for the fine structure constant, and
GeV −2 denotes the Fermi coupling constant. The effective Lagrangian for the muonium conversion is
The formula of the coupling G M M in the HTM and current constraint at 90% CL for that are
In Fig. 1 , parameters of the neutrino mass matrix are fixed by (5), (6) , and the following values as an example:
With these values of parameters, we have m In most of parameter space, the strongest lower bound on v ∆ m H ±± is given by µ →ēee as expected naively from the strong constraint on its branching ratio (20) . Figures 2(a) and (b) show contours of the bounds with θ 13 = 0 for the normal and inverted mass ordering, respectively. Note that BR(µ →ēee) does not depend on δ and ϕ 2 for θ 13 = 0. Although the bound on v ∆ m H ±± from µ →ēee is relatively weak for small m 1 in Fig. 2(a) , bounds from other LFV processes are weaker than that. It is shown also that ϕ 1 ≃ 0 makes the bound from µ →ēee weak for both of mass orderings. We focus on the case of ϕ 1 = 0 in the next paragraph. In Fig. 2(a) there is a special point at ϕ 1 = π and m 1 = s 
and the large difference between experimental constraints (20) and (23) can be compensated for m 1 O(0.1) eV. In Fig. 4 the shaded region shows values of Majorana phases for which the bound from τ →μee becomes more stringent than the one from µ →ēee at m 1 = 0.2 eV for the normal mass ordering. The region is symmetric under a transformation
Although the bound from µ →ēee is relatively weak for ϕ 1 ≃ 0, the bound is still the most stringent one at around ϕ 2 = 0 because τ →μee is also suppressed. If we take nonzero θ 13 and ignore ∆m 
while eq. (27) remains valid. Therefore, the shaded region in Fig. 4 at around (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ) = (0, π) exists for sin 2 2θ 13 10 −5 . For the inverted mass ordering, the region where τ →μee becomes remarkable is almost same as the one in Figs. 3 and 4 because neutrino masses are almost degenerated in the region. In such a region, we can also expect a signal of τ →μee in future experiments [35, 36] with satisfying the current constraint on µ →ēee.
C. Constraints in Cases of BR(µ →ēee) = 0
It has been known that the strong constraint from µ →ēee can be evaded in the cases of m eµ = 0 [14] and m ee = 0 [6] . While it is impossible to have m eµ = 0 with θ 13 = 0, the case of m ee = 0 is possible also for θ 13 = 0 as we mentioned for Fig. 2(a) . Such cancellations in the HTM are desired also for experiments [35, 36, 37] to discover some LFV decays (µ → eγ etc.) [6, 14] 
is preferred to have a small s bound at m 3 = 0 while it is not the case for m 1 = 0 in the normal mass ordering. Figure 8 shows the ϕ 1 -dependence for m eµ = 0 with m 3 = 0 where the ϕ 2 -dependence vanishes. For The bound from µ → eγ is the most stringent one except for sin 2 2θ 13 0.04 where the bound from τ →μµµ becomes stronger than that. This is also the case for different values of δ and ϕ 2 .
III. CONCLUSION
In the HTM, it is impossible to have a contribution to the muon anomalous MDM with a plus sign. Therefore, the HTM is qualitatively disfavored by positive ∆a 
where we define t 13 ≡ s 13 /c 13 .
